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DISCLAIMER 

 

Real sissification can be intense (yet a huge turn on!), and extremely “mental” in a way, and can 

really, really impact one’s pysche both emotionally and otherwise (in the long run) for those that 

aren’t used to it. As with every other “base” fantasy, work into it with caution. If you have any 

questions (and it’s best to be safe before actually DOING it!) – ASK!  

My “kink therapy” services cover questions of this nature as well - - 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/kink-therapy/ . If you’re looking for professional and 

“practical”, real world counseling of any nature in terms of fetish – we’ve got you COVERED, 

my friend.  

As always, darn sure it’s a) SSC (safe, sane and consensual) and b) you KNOW exactly what 

you’re getting into!  

The author does not accept any responsibility for “bad experiences” or “frustration on the part of 

either party”, and so on and so forth. However, that said, all of this has been written from real 

world experience, and it WORKS!  

Some of what I say beneath might come across as extremely controversial and “jarring”. So be it. 

I’ve always  been a huge believer in saying it like it is, and voicing my true opinions/thoughts 

based upon actual experience (life can be a great teacher if you let it!) and that is one of the veins 

this manual, as well as all my other femdom related books have been written in.  

http://www.spicyanderoticfetish.com/
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Famous Quotes  

 

“The worst of experiences can be turned, and indeed do turn into the best at times, and Madam 

Krystal, Madam Sugar, Madam Yang and the scores of other utterly lovely dominant Chinese 

ladies I’ve had the great privilege of “being with” if I might be permitted to use the term bear 

striking testament to this” 

 “There are no depths of degradation that cannot be plumbed, no humiliation too extreme, no 

punishment too severe for a servant, especially when with these lovely, dominant, demanding 

and imperious Chinese ladies, and Madam Krystal is at the very top of a most illustrious “heap” 

if I might use the term.” 

 Mike Watson, October 2017, “Krystal – the Teaching Assistant – the Second Sequel” 

 

“Servant! Turn off the light, and rub my lower back for me! I want to sleep, be quiet now!” 

 Madam Suvi, October 2017, “Mai, my lovely maid” 

“She’s a stunningly beautiful 23 year old lady from Guangxi province in Southern China, and 

can speak a little English (not a lot). She works as a generalist in one of the factories around 

here, but of course, as with most of the Chinese ladies I’ve met, she’s got but one goal in mind, 

and my legs literally melted upon looking at that picture, those large knowing black Chinese 

eyes, and that lovely long straight hair of hers … and that look, God, that look that blazed out at 

me from the word “go”! 

My God, it reminds of me a young Empress Cody, and though I’m not in the least bit concerned 

about the Empress’s age, I suppose that is another reason I bring this up here.” 

Mike Watson, October 2017 “Empress Cody – Volume #4”  

At the end of the day, true femdom can but be measured by ONE thing and one thing alone - - 

that “look” in the eyes. That knowing look. That sly titter- - that tacit acknowledgement of a 

submissive lady in HER presence, the goal being ONE - - that is to use, and manipulate for HER 

own pleasure … as it always SHOULD be.  

Mike Watson, April 2018, “A complete guide to the mainland Chinese female for the 

truly submissive male”.  

http://www.spicyanderoticfetish.com/
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INTRODUCTION  
 

Dear sissy and/or Domina,  

Congratulations on your purchase! You're about to embark on one of the fascinating journeys 

you can in femdom - that being turning into a true SISSY - a true "feminized" male - no longer a 

"real man" - a "toy" to be used at her beck and call, and for her pleasure only - and if thats your 

thing (and it probably is, since you've made this purchase) - well - you're at the right place. 

And if you’re a lady looking to turn your “man” into the sissy he was MEANT to be - - you’re at 

the right place as well!  

But first, why be a sissy, you ask? Isn't being a cuck - or being humilated - some of the themes 

around which my other immensely popular products are centered - and indeed a lot of my writing 

- enough? 

Well, simple, my friend. 

Femdom should be an "all in one" package - both for the Lady and for the male submissive - and 

there is NO better way than sissy play in which to achieve this objective. 

Let's face it, guys. Lots of true male submissives secretly desire to take their submissiveness to 

another level by dressing up as a maid and serving her hand and foot -- or by "looking pretty" for 

her lovers (as Madam Su liked me to!). 

I can still hear her titter, and I can still sense, if not RECALL outright that GLEAM in the eye as 

she sat comfortably with her lover on the couch after yet another orgasm, me at their feet, their 

bare feet staring me in the face, and her ordering me to fetch her lover beer. 

Fetch him another beer, sissy, and clean him up - - we're almost ready to go again! 

The above might sound like a cuckold fantasy, and it is - -but bringing in OVERALL servitude 

both to her - and him - in this play scene takes the submissive vibe to another level altogether - 

and gives BOTH of y'all a high it will take a long, long time to come down from! 

How, you ask? 

Well, the following two "sissy tales" (and yes, I might put out a product on THAT too very 

soon!) should provide more than enough proof! 

http://www.spicyanderoticfetish.com/
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"Perfect" Madam Wendy takes her "sissy" to a gay bar 

A while ago (I believe it was about a year or so ago) I met a lovely lady called Wendy online. 

Yes, online as usual – and online as most of my reader base knows. That is how I’ve met (or 

should I say been fortunate enough to meet) Princess Joanie, the imperious and commanding 

Madam Sophia, Madam Ann, and many many more lovely Chinese ladies that took great 

pleasure in dominating, humiliating and generally “using” me for the time we were together. 

And if you were to ask me if I would do it all over again – my answer would be a resounding 

YES. Or, as Madam Wendy liked to say “Yessssssss”! 

The pleasure was all mine, and I’d gladly drop down to my knees right now and lick Madam 

Ann’s feet straight off a dirty city bus … ah,  but lest I deviate from the point at hand! 

So I met this lady online – she was a recruiter of all things, and it soon progressed past the initial 

stage, of course. 

I’ve often noted in my books and writings that VIBES are what truly count – and if the right 

submissive-Dominant vibe is present between two people – words often aren’t necessary at all. 

This might sound very strange to some, but ’tis true, my friend. ‘Tis true, and such is the nature 

of communication when we subconsciously communicate with others. 

Anyhow, I soon got around to calling her Madam Wendy, as you might imagine. She is much, 

much younger than I am and giggled every time I called her Madam, of course – and as she was 

choosing a nice frilly red dress for me (I remember I wanted pink!) – she brought it up. 

“You’ll put nailpolish on too, Michael!” (titter, titter) 

“Isn’t that boy, Madam?” (shy) 

“Ha, ha, ha! How about girl?” 

“Yes, Madam Wendy! Your bitch, of course…” 

(Bear in mind this was an online conversation, and the emotions were indicated by the 

corresponding emoticons). 

And a short while later … 

“We’ll go shopping together. Two girls, hand in hand. ” 

*giggle, giggle” 

“Later, I’ll take you to that gay bar we have here in Shenzhen!” 

http://www.spicyanderoticfetish.com/
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And that was a bit of a bombshell, as until now, I hadn’t really considered anything of the nature 

with her. Dressing up, rubbing her feet, cleaning her house (and her bathroom, of course!) were 

all things we had done together, but no sex of any nature (unless you consider a wank at her feet 

to be sex – I do!) – but other men?? 

Gay bar?? 

And yet, as she said that, and as I looked at the red dress she picked out for me, I felt aroused – 

even more so than when I was at her feet. 

And if I was with her in person, rubbery as my legs had become, I’d probably drop down and 

kiss her feet, and say thank you! 

“Does Madam want to see other men admire me?” 

“Yesssssssss…” 

“Does Madam want to see other men touch me” 

“Grab your ass. Look at you. You can dance with them while I drink wine” (titter, titter, titter 

… peals of laughter) 

“Does she like to watch me with other men?” 

A long, pregnant pause … 

“Does she like me sucking dick” (shy, shy, shy) 

Peals of laughter again, and while words weren’t necessary (she never did answer directly) – her 

import was clear! 

Now, what happened later that night is a story I’ll get into later, but since we’ve been talking 

about mental conditioning, it should be said here that this girl had a boyfriend (albeit one that 

was in a different country at the time) – a guy she DID have actual sex with. 

And she’d often talk about him with me, just like one girl would to the other. I’d share advice, 

much as a sympathetic girlfriend would, hehe, but I must confess I felt twinges of jealousy on 

occasion. 

“I’m a man, and here am I, talking about her with other men …” 

“Am I not good enough …”: 

And this sort of thing, my friend is way more common than you’d think. 

http://www.spicyanderoticfetish.com/
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Lots of guys want to be dominated, but when it comes to the real thing, they experience feelings 

of guilt or want to back out. Or, they want to do it “their way” – in other words, they want to 

write the script in terms of what exactly she can do, and what she can’t. 

And let me tell you right now – it doesnt work that way, and it’s not half as much fun that way if 

it isn’t spontaneous. 

It’s supposed to be about her – and you ENJOYING that! 

And it comes as no surprise that lots of women enjoy seeing two men together. After all, don’t 

most men enjoy the whole “lesbian” thing? If not, why not ladies? 

And why do I bring all this up? 

Well, mental conditioning, my friend. 

As a male sub, you WANTED to be her bitch. You did not really want to have sex with her 

– you wanted to be dominated and humiliated, but now that that is happening, you’re 

experiencing guilt trips, and (likely) “guilt tripping” the lady too (and believe me, when I 

first started out, I’ve been guilty of this too!) 

You wanted her feet. You wanted her with other men – with large, juicy cocks – REAL MEN – 

and you wanted to serve at those men’s feet too! 

And you wanted - to be - HER SISSY! 

And the key to making all this work for you, my friend – is CONDITIONING. 

In Cuck Central, I wrote about the importance of proper communication and KNOWING what it 

is you want – and then STICKING to that. Being an adult, in other words. 

Way too many cuckold relationships, for one, break up either because the woman doesnt really 

want that sort of thing in her life – or – and equally commonly – the man gets jealous. 

Not good – and NO, while every female dominated relationship doesnt have to progress down 

the cuck route – that is just an example of why the proper mental conditioning is so important – 

both for the male sub – and his Lady! 

http://www.spicyanderoticfetish.com/
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Madam Su, and her "sissy" cuck ... 

I dont know if you remember the inimitable Sophia Bai – that lovely orange sweater – and of 

course, the “Hello, boy!” by which it all started – pretty much the day AFTER I started chatting 

with her online. 

Now, I had literally no idea that it would lead up to where it eventually did – and in terms of 

stories, I thought the initial “Sophia Bai” novel would be enough – but it wasn’t. That same 

novel “spawned” (NO puns intended!) another one – and then a sequel … and then another!! 

That often happens with me, of course – exactly the same thing happened with the Empress 

Cody series – and the “Krystal – the Teaching Assistant” series … 

Anyway, in that first series, we’re introduced to the gorgeous Su – or, Madam Su, should I say. 

A lovely, tall Chinese lady from Northern China – currently in Shenzhen, China – long black 

hair, a perfect figure, lovely black knowing eyes … and oh, that lovely, devious, cunning, 

femdom oriented mind! 

“You can clean the house for me, boy! You can also press my legs while I watch movies!” , 

I still remember her orders – issued with a sardonic giggle as she looked down at me with that 

look in the eye …  

And of course, her lovers – – and the FIRST one – Jeremy, I believe it was – I’m not sure of the 

name – there have been so many! 

She once laughingly asked me this – “What will you do when my lover comes over, boy?!” 

And this isn’t as far off from  real life as you might imagine, hehe. She DID actually ask me that 

– and I did actually answer – but anyway, back to the cuckolding – and it would make sense to 

bring up POV’s here! 

One of the most recent videos I saw on Twitter was of a male dom with a perfect body – sexy, 

slim, and not the slightest amount of fat – and a long curved, proudly erect dick that he wasn’t 

shy about showing off … 

He was standing erect – with a sub at his feet – and a lady jeering the sub on. 

Worship me from down there, boy! The view is always better down there! 

And it is – especially with that lovely cock standing up erect and PROUD – a real MAN’s cock – 

with your dominant lady ready to be taken by it! 

http://www.spicyanderoticfetish.com/
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Another one I saw was of a male dom showing his perfect ass off … and my first thought was 

“the treasure between those perfect cheeks!” 

Man, what a turn on … and this sort of thing is precisely what happened when Sophia Bai loaned 

me to Madam Su – and her lovers came over – to a perfect apartment that had been assidously 

cleaned all day – by yours truly! 

And being a sissy - - acting like one - - WHILE all the above is going on 

takes things to a WHOLE new level, my friend! 
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What qualifies me to write about all this? Why did I write this, 

anyway?  
 

Well, it’s the same factors that qualify me to bring to you the rest of the novellas and “how to” 

manuals I have!  

My name is Mike Watson, and I own the website www.spicyanderoticfetish.com. I can 

remember being into femdom and conocting lurid fantasies regarding to femdom ever since the 

age of 9 or thereabouts (yes, really!) - - and while my “pet” fantasy and what I’ve engaged in 

most often down the years is a foot fetish - - I’m by no means a slouch in the other departments.  

Why did I write this manual?  

Well, because sissification is a very common fantasy indeed, and many couples are curious to 

try it, but are going about it the wrong way altogether!  

We see men trying to “force” or “cajole” their partners into it (this is the most common). We 

might see women “cheating” on their partners because of their lack of sexual ability, and feeling 

guilty over it. We might see men - - outwardly alpha males - - watching a ton of sissy porn to 

“let go” and “release control” for a while.  

And so on and so forth, and much like with femdom desires in general, there is nothing at all 

wrong with any of this, provided you go about it the right way.  

In this manual I’ll explain the why’s and wherefore’s of sissification, and how to initiate 

sissification into YOUR relationship that will reap benefits manifold for the sissy and “owner” 

(Domina) galore down the line. I’ll also delve into the most important part of all this - - the 

mental part - - a part to be ignored at your own peril!  

Read on, and let me know if you have any questions. For those that are encountering problems of 

the nature not addressed by this manual (which is basically a “how to” as opposed to a 

counselling manual), please contact me via email at info@spicyanderoticfetish.com and we’ll try 

and work out a solution (please include “Kink Counseling” in the subject header of the e-mail).  
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What makes being sissified such a turn on for some guys?  
 

Humiliation and realizing fantasies of serving her like a true maid - -a REAL “slave” - - and a 

“woman”, completing all the womanly tasks for your “man” (her!) is the real turn on for most 

guys here!  

The dressing up, verbals and eventual cuckolding etc are great and necessary but they’re the 

icing on the cake (a most delicious one) in my opinion!  

Role reversals are also a very sexy aspect of this. It’s no secret that women “serve” men (if 

we’re talking traditionally) and sissy play turns expected gender roles on their head (as they 

should be, hehe!). Not only that, she gets to have her cake - - and eat it too - - and she becomes 

the true “man” in the family and wears the “pants”, so to speak.  

Truth be told, most men that are into this sort of play are into humiliation as well.  

Something else is the lack of the pressure to “perform in bed” if you’re on the receiving end of 

such a scene. Lots of males have trouble keeping up with their partner’s desires or sex 

appetites, and sissification by nature implies freedom from those “responsibilities”… and 

enjoyment of other “base” fantasies as well!  

Most of all though it’s the noxious pleasure one gets from participating in the unknown - - and 

the forbidden!  What is outwardly taboo is usually a turn on in the extreme - - is it any wonder 

that m-m ass licking and oral forms a huge, huge part of most cuckolding scenarios? Is it any 

wonder that washing your lady’s dirty feet when she comes home from work much as a real 

slave would (while she talks to her man, hehe - - or ignores you otherwise) forms a huge part of 

sissy role plays?  

It's the THRILL of the taboo - - taken to new heights that really does it!  

Additionally, and very importantly, there is something incredibly sexy about embracing your 

feminine side as a man – if you only you’re open enough to doing so!  

For you ladies, if you’re truly into femdom - - you’ll find that embracing the masculine side of 

yourself (while retaining all your feminine aspects, hehe) - - will be a most enjoyable 

experience as well if done right! 
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The importance of proper CONDITIONING 

 

I’ve made no secret of the fact that femdom (and BDSM in general) is NOT so much about 

looks, body shape, or even “how pretty her feet are” – as it is the MINDSET of both parties 

involved. 

Both, or more for that matter … but yes, the mind is the most important. I’ve always believed 

this to hold true for vanilla sex as well, but more so BDSM with all it’s nuances, kinks, little 

“twists”, and of course that oh-so-delicious “look in the eye” that can ONLY come if the person 

is really, really into it at a deep internal mental level as opposed to superficial. 

When I look at women in general, the first thing I notice (after the look in their eye, of course, 

hehe) is their feet – and soles – and the first thought that pops into mind is “how could I best 

serve her” – along with other associated thoughts, of course. 

How would her soles look as she is relaxing? What sort of massage would suit her best? 

What kind of cock would she prefer? How does she prefer her housework done? And so on, and 

so forth – and none of this is forced, by the way. It’s always come naturally to me, and in terms 

of making the play that much more intense, I enhance that “conditioning” as much as I can on a 

daily basis for myself and my partner’s benefit. 

And that is what YOU too should do, my dear reader, especially if you’re a guy reading this. 

Too many guys feel guilty about enjoying their “base” pleasures – especially when said 

pleasures aren’t “mainstream”. 

“What will she think?” 

“Should I really be doing this??” 

And so forth. Doubts pour forth, unsavory thoughts creep in, and before you know it, what was 

once one of the sexiest things to do for the individual has turned into a guilt ridden, doubt fraught 

session – which completely drains all the fun (no pun intended!). 

And conditioning the mind is a great way to get rid of these unsavory thoughts and anal play 

with a willing partner is one of the best ways a male sub can do this. 

There are few other sensations compared to being literally “penetrated” (as a woman would) – 

the very act itself is “debasing” in itself to a degree, and of course, the various social stigmas 

associated with being “gay” can also be used to humiliate the male more. 

http://www.spicyanderoticfetish.com/
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The key of course is two fold – one being the pleasure one can get from anal play done right – 

and done right, the mind will automatically condition itself to expect pleasure that way as 

opposed to regular sex. Believe me, this will happen faster than you think possible! 

And second, and more important – make sure you do it with a WILLING partner. There is 

nothing quite like a partner who is naturally into this too, and who literally teases you as she 

fucks you – or penetrates you – and talks “down” to you. 

“Ah, you little bitch. I bet you’re thinking of those big black cocks, aren’t you?” 

“That beautiful cut cockhead” … (snicker, snicker…) 

Nipple tweak, that beautiful finger caressing my left nipple just that much … and that sneering, 

knowing, and ultimately loving look in her eye – and THAT, my friend is really what does it. 

She knows you don’t deserve sex with her. She knows you deserve her feet – and soles – and her 

orders. And she knows SHE is ultimately the boss … as it should be, and this sort of play just 

reinforces the submissive vibe of the entire “scene” – and that to me is the ultimate goal! 

And as she drains you, as the waves of ecstasy wash over you, relax, and remember that your 

hers. 

Remember what I just said above. Remember the big dicks that get you hard, and remember the 

humiliation that so turns you on. 

And most of all, remember that LOOK in the eye – and do so WHILE being drained! 

And that, my dear reader, is one of the most powerful conditioning tools ever. Try it out with due 

caution – and let me know how it goes! 
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Who did I write this manual for? 
 

Everyday couples and experienced BDSM practitioners that want to incorporate this sort of play 

into their lives, but aren’t sure how to (from a physical standpoint). The only requirement is that 

it be kept SSC (safe, sane and consensual) and that an open mind is kept at all times!  

You’ll notice, of course that most of the tips are geared towards MEN … but there is plenty of 

talk about both the female and male psyche.  

If you’re a man, this book will show you how to introduce your S.O. to the joys of sissy play, 

and also to open YOUSELF up to the same joys of “giving” - - and believe me, the more you 

“give” in this regard, the more eventual pleasure you’ll receive!  

If you’re a woman, the tips will help you as well - - not just in terms of “what” or “how to”, but 

also in terms of understanding how sissy play works for BOTH the male and female (this is key - 

- a lot of literature makes it all about what get the man off, but in reality, the female aspect is far 

more important here!) at a deep subconscious level.  

This book is for you if you’re a dominant lady looking to take things to the next level in your 

current D/s relationship.  

It is also for you if you’re a submissive man looking to learn about the joys of being a REAL 

sissy … and a man that is not scared to explore his inner self, and acknowledge his innermost 

desires!  

 

Am I experienced in this personally? 

You bet I am! My current sex life involves nothing but humiliation, denial and NO orgasms, and 

curiously enough it’s done (for the most part) without my S.O. forcing it either. And yes, I’ve 

had plenty of instances where I’ve sucked cock … and plenty of instances where I’ve fantasized 

about doing so as well, and then done it. Sissy play, cuckolding and big black cocks (or cocks of 

any color) are a recurring theme in my books, and for good reason! ;)  
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What you’ll learn from this manual 
 

If you’re a dominant Lady …  
 

• You’ll learn how to take your current D/s relationship to the next level altogether - - in a 

way that there will never truly be a point of “return”!  

• How to “have your cake and eat it too” - - not only in bed, but in LIFE as well.  

• How to develop an unshakeable sense of confidence - - that comes from doing what it 

normally “forbidden”, and yet getting away with it - - and the sense of having several 

men lusting after you at once, and being in the position to pick and choose the one YOU 

want for the  night - - with NO drama from your S.O. in this regard!  

• How to say goodbye to all forms of housework forever and ever. Do this right, and you’ll 

never bother about doing ANY housework again – he’ll be literally BEGGING you to do 

it! 

• How to make sure that YOU are the one pushing him to get involved in said scenarios - - 

as opposed to what it is normally i.e. the man “pushing” his S.O. to get involved in 

something she’s “not really into”.  

• How to reinforce your place at the TOP of the hierarchy as the alpha female you truly are 

- - never sullying your beautiful hands with cooking, cleaning or any form of annoying 

housework - -and with your choice of “real” men as and when you see fit!  

If you’re a man …  
 

• Ensure that your D/s life is never the same again once you incorporate sissy play into it, 

and she truly “starts to have her cake, and eat it too!”  

• How to ensure she’s relaxed and ready to sissify you - - and how to make sure she slowly 

morphs into the Dominant lady of your dreams that you’ve always craved!  

• How to remove all “whys and wherefore’s” in terms of “why do you want to be 

humiliated like this”, and “why would you want me to do that”. The key lies in 

influencing your subconscious to believe that what you’re doing is the right way - - for 

both of y’all - - and this little manual gives you the tips and techniques that if used over a 

period of time will influence your subconscious in such a manner than this sort of a 

lifestyle will become the “norm” for you.  

• How to realize and EXPERIENCE the pleasures of “sharing truly is caring” - - especially 

when it comes to female bonding - - for you as a sissy and her as your Domina - - 

preferably over a large, juicy, real man cock! 
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• How to understand something that men over the ages would have done well to understand 

- - that being to keep  your woman happy in all regards, with scant, or any regard to your 

own orgasms. This might sound strange at first, but read on, and you’ll understand what 

I’m talking about.  

• How to come to terms with the fact that for a sissy, a “cock” is but a mere appendage (as 

are the balls) via which bodily “waste” (and yes, sissy cum IS a waste) is made to “exit”. 

Other than peeing, this appendage serves NO practical purpose, and should be treated as 

such. Ditto for the balls!  

• Sissies don’t deserve “real man sex” - - only REAL men do. Sissies need, crave and 

deserve sex via their “man pussies” - - and you’ll learn how to condition your mind and 

body expertly to the same effect via these tips - - so much so that you’ll literally be 

kissing your Madam’s feet asking for more - - sissy orgasms - - as opposed to REAL 

orgasms! 

 

The above bullet points encapsulate but a FEW of the things you’ll learn from this 

manual.  There is truly something for everyone here!  
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THE P-SPOT -  and the PROPER USE OF LUBE 
 

You’ll notice of talk about the male anus in this manual, and with good reason, but before 

working into any sort of anal play - - remember - - proper COMMUNICATION - - and 

KNOWELDGE is key!  

The anus was not really meant to be a “two way” street if you get my drift, but given the 

numerous nerves in the anus and especially those surrounding the male P spot (and more 

importantly given the mental conditioning aspect of all this) - - it should NOT be ignored. By 

that same token though, START OUT SAFELY – and go EASY!  

It's NOT advisable, for instance, to stick a dildo up a guy’s ass that is not used to it first up. Start 

with a finger (preferably his own) and then yours. Work up to two, then perhaps three - - and 

then actual dildos, or butt plugs. Trying to “force” things or hurry things up prematurely could 

result in nasty ruptures or injuries down there that can really be a downer (not to mention cause 

some real medical problems for him as well!).  

Also, and in terms of “fucking his ass”, which is a natural progression in the sissy “game”, 

progress slowly. Do NOT do what you see in porn movies which is to “ram the ass until it…” - - 

this is the WORST way to work up to it.  

Start slowly, and focus more on the “in and out” motion than the actual speed, or “how much you 

thrust”, or the length of the dildo. Once the male partner is used to it, you can experiment, “bang 

him harder” (accompanied by the right verbals) and “go deeper” etc, but the key is to start out 

SLOW.  

With regard to the P-spot (and that will be discussed later), there are many, many ways to 

stimulate the spot and produce earth shattering orgasms (or milking) - - but again, 

COMMUNICATION is key. Ask your man how he prefers having that spot touched – or 

massaged – or “tweaked”, or …  

Last, but not least, remember that LUBE, and plenty of it is KEY during any sort of anal play, as 

the anal passage is not naturally lubricated as the female vaginal passage is. This doesn’t mean it 

has to be painful though - - proper use of lube not only feels great (personally I get hard these 

day at the very mention of lube being applied to my ass) - - but it also aids greatly in “opening” 

things up if you get my drift, hehe.  
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The Benefits of Sissy Play 
 

The benefits of introducing sissy play into your relationship are MANIFOLD, and that is putting 

it lightly!  

For the lady.  

• It’s well known that housework is the bane of every modern day women’s existence, and 

having a well trained sissy maid eliminates the need for you as a lady to sully your hands 

with housework. You’ll never need to bother about annoying “have to do” tasks such as 

daily cooking, cleaning, doing the laundry etc.  

• You will literally become the “man” in the relationship (with a twist, of course). Your 

sissy will be washing your feet when you come home from work - - and waiting on you 

hand and foot as it should be - - and you’ll learn just how liberating it is to EMBRACE 

the masculine side of yourself and be pampered.  

• The role reversals will turn you on immensely as a dominant lady … especially when you 

penetrate him instead of the other way around, and continually remind him that YOU 

“wear the pants” in the relationship - - and that his sissy dick literally “is insignificant, 

and doesn’t matter!”  

• YOU will finally be able to enjoy oral - - as much as you have always wanted to - - 

without having to reciprocate, and what better feeling could there be for a true Domina?  

• You’ll learn that being in a committed relationship doesn’t necessarily mean you cannot 

enjoy sex - - or the feeling of “being filled” - - with other men - - with a sissy on hand 

nearby for ready clean up, fluffing etc, all at a moment’s notice!  

• You’ll be the envy of your female friends once you introduce your sissy to them. Lets 

admit it, every lady wants to have a servant in her life - - preferably a servile male servant 

- - and you will be one that DOES have one - - and a sissy that’s proud of “her” status at 

that!  

• You’ll figure out how to have sex on YOUR terms, and never on his!  

• You’ll learn that turning him into a sissy allows you to extend your control over him like 

never before - - and how! 

• Having a sissy wake you up in the mornings, cook and clean for you during the day, and 

massage you for hours at night not only makes you feel like a Queen - - it will always be 

a constant source of amusement for you as well as the sissified male does all “he” can to 

keep you happy – and cater to your whims! 

And much, much more …  
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For the guy  

 

• You’ll be able to take your natural submissiveness to new levels altogether. Trust 

me, once you start serving her as a sissy, there will be NO going back in terms of 

your servitude to her!  

• You’ve always told her that housework isn’t her task – and neither is cooking and 

cleaning, while she giggled, and didn’t really believe you. Now, as a sissy, you 

have ALL the opportunity in the world to convince her of this fact - - and enjoy 

the ride as her female dominance rises to hitherto unplanned heights!  

• You’ll finally be able to do what you’ve always dreamed of … truly become a 

little “bitch” - - right down to your nascent, budding tits!  

• Lets face it, you’ve always liked dressing up as female - - and wearing female 

makeup etc - - and hence the sissy fantasies, and now you have the chance to truly 

indulge in those fantasies while making your Domina happy at the same time!  

• The “trip” you’ll experience as you’ll be down between his legs - - looking at 

your sated S.O. and his dick resting on a set of large balls, the entire scene capped 

off by twin pairs of feet (the Garima Madam series starts off this way) will be 

unforgettable, and you’ll have the opportunity to actually PLAY out your desires 

as opposed to just fantasize about ‘em!  

• You’ll quickly realize how it’s NOT about your orgasm. It’s about HER orgasm, 

and therefore, the stud’s lasting power, and how much you can please him - - so 

he pleases her, over and over again!  

• You’ll discover the joys of being a true bitch. Nothing screams out “bitch” louder 

than be forced to ask permission to lick his ass first before your lips can even 

touch his pristine dong. Or taking his shoes off once he enters the house. Or 

bringing him beer. Or … the possibilities are endless!  

• You’ll learn how to quickly FORGET your dick – or remember that it doesn’t 

matter, at any rate - - and while you’re in the process of learning how to - - you’ll 

also experience mind blowing, continual orgasms (or pleasure) that you NEVER 

thought you’d experience! 

• You’ll learn how to fully use your “man pussy” to your – and her advantage – and 

once you get used to this, you’ll never want a regular “man” orgasm again! 

• Most of all, you’ll get in touch with your feminine and submissive side … and 

once you get sissified (and preferably cuckolded as well), you never really go 

back, my friend. And that’s a good thing!  

 

And more, but that’s a good start. ;)  
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16 TIPS 
 

Note that these tips blend the physical with the “mental”. It’s impossible to impart just the 

right amount of “juice” and “verve” to something like this if both parties aren’t really “into 

it”. Mental compatibility and a thorough understanding of the fetish is of paramount 

importance.  

 

 

1. Be the nice guy …. The “ultra nice”, sweet guy!  

 

The first part of working up to any of this (and indeed a perfect female domination 

relationship) is to be the “model” beta male.  

 

Think about it … What could be more beta than you, the so called “man” doing all 

the cooking and cleaning for her while she puts her feet up and relaxes, ordering you 

around like a servant (or like men in the olden days did to their women)?  

 

What could be more servile than to learn to cook and clean per HER preferences and 

specifications as opposed to yours? Not to mention be punished if you don’t perform 

per expectations, hehe.  

 

What is more “beta” than allowing your wife (or S.O.) to have sex with another man 

(and believe me, cuckolding is but a NATURAL extension of being a sissy) - - 

mostly in front of you, and allowing her to do so with as many men as she pleases, 

while YOU are allowed the exact opposite?  

 

Madam Su said it the best once.  

 

“You can come and clean my house for me, and then massage my legs while I watch 

a movie. I’m very messy! I need someone to clean for me”.  

And then as an afterthought – “You can wash my clothes as well. Just be sure not to 

damage them!” 
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(all these are real quotes, by the way – I’m quoting verbatim). 

  

“If you can’t please me in bed, then I’ll have sex with other men too. But you can’t 

do anything with other women!”  

 

And this, my friend was said when we first met - - talk about being refreshingly 

direct and honest - - an approach I loved right off the bat about her.  

 

She’d often send me videos of her being fucked in various positions by her lovers - 

but funnily enough, little did she know that her words and actions turned ME on 

more than her!  

 

“Yes, you can have other men. You should, in fact! It’s your right as a woman to do 

so …” was my response to the above.  

 

And she was honestly astonished at this. Why would I “let her do this”? Didn’t I 

“care for her”?  

 

That is why I mention the above two things before I mention the tips. It’s key to  

understand that “sharing” truly is caring when it comes to HER sexual pleasure, and 

sometimes it’s the lady who needs to understand this the most (if she is truly 

interested in a cuckoldress lifestyle!).  

 

I’ll get into this more below, but the first part of all this is to be a NICE guy - - an 

ultra “nice” guy as it were.  

 

Never ever openly disagree with anything she says. Never ever question her when 

she’s saying something.  

 

If she says she wants to do something, then do it. If she asks you your opinion on 

“what should we do today”, make sure it’s something SHE likes.  

 

And so forth.  

 

While the above might sound ridiculous given what we’re talking about, it’s really 

not.  
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The first part of any D/s (lifestyle) relationship is for both parties involved to be 

convinced at a deep, subconscious level that this is what they really want, and the 

more “nice” or submissive you’re around her, the more her natural dominant vibe 

will emerge from her subconscious.  

 

Claude Bristol in his little gem of a book “The Magic of Believing” spoke about this. 

He spoke about the “tap tap tap” repetitive method by which one can convince the 

subconscious of just about anything … and what I’m suggesting above is the first 

step to working up to more extreme fantasies.  

 

In short - - be the archetypical “nice guy” that gets passed over all the time in favor 

of the “bad guys”.  

 

The “badness” that will come into your life down the line as a result makes it all 

worth it!  
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2. Be her “bff” - - or “bestie” - -  or, best female friend forever!  

 

What I’ve always done in MOST, if not all cases I’ve spoken to any woman - - 

Chinese or not (but yes, mostly those lovely ladies from the Chinese mainland) is to 

start it out as being FRIENDS.  

 

Just friends - - where there is a mutual spark of attraction (that dominant/submissive 

vibe I speak so often about is what sparks it all, albeit sometimes unknowingly) but 

nothing else at the time.  

 

All too often guys make the mistake of being “clingy” or “jumping straight into it” in 

terms of either “vanilla talk” or BDSM. Big mistake, and one guaranteed to drive the 

ladies away in droves.  

 

Be her friend first, and get to know her, and THEN … be HER “best friend”. ;)  

 

Once you get into best friend territory, it tells her two things at a deeper level.  

 

One being that though you’re interested in her, it’s always going to be on her terms, 

and you’ve accepted it.  

 

 

Two, you’re not overly concerned about getting into her pants, if at all.  

 

And believe me, once these two things are understood and agreed upon albeit in 

unspoken terms, you’ll move along the road to domination, humiliation and much 

more that much quicker.  

 

And here’s something I’ve got to say at this point.  

 

Some of the relationships which started out as me being nothing more than her best 

friend eventually morphed into much, much more.  

 

Madam Wendy ended up dressing me up as a girl (replete with pink dress and 

polished toenails), and wanted me to go to a gay bar with her so she could watch me 

suck dick and be “taken” in the ass.  

 

This was something she’d never have admitted to anyone before, but she was free to 

admit it to her “best friend”.  
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After all, female best friends talk about everything, don’t they? And if she’s got a 

female submissive friend that cleans for her, “presses her feet at night”, talks about 

other men and her boyfriend with her … then, what better person to express and 

explore HER basest desires with as well?  

 

The key thing (as opposed to what most guys think) is that “best friend” territory 

makes her comfortable to start out with, and in a D/s relationship, it servers the 

double purpose of her “having a strong male as a faithful friend, but nothing more, 

and on her terms!”.  

 

‘Tis always about her, my friend. It’s always about her!  
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3. Remember that housework is YOUR job – NOT hers – so you better 

get real good at it - - the way SHE LIKES! 

 

One of the key aspects of this sort of role play  is the “role reversal” - - except with a 

twist.  

 

That being, she gets to have her cake - - and eat it as well! In other words you 

provide for her as a man would - - but you do NOT get the “privileges” a real man 

“normally” would (such as have his woman cook and clean for him, and give him sex 

as and when he wants).  

 

It's the reverse. You do the cooking and cleaning - - and every time you do it - - you 

remind yourself (and her) of the following SAGE quote - - “All I’m good for is 

cooking and cleaning - - and buying her things!”  

 

I was watching a video today on ruined orgasms (by the way, and in case you didn’t 

know, there are few, if any, more humiliating frustrating experiences for a man than 

to be denied orgasm – partially!) – – and boy oh boy, the lady KNEW what she was 

on about! 

Though she looked good, it was nothing spectacular or out of the world – but her 

WORDS were what really drew me in – and kept my cock hard throughout the 

entirety of the clip. 

Her tone was demeaning and condescending, and she laughed (with genuine mirth) at 

just the right moments while teasing the heck out of the poor (or should I say 

lucky!?) dude who was being denied. 

As she verbally taunted him about the size of his dicklet, one comment that stood out 

was this. 

Oh well! The only use you are is cooking, cleaning … and of course buying me 

things! Spending your money on a superior lady like me that you can never really 

have … and of course, I tell you what to buy!  

Giggle, giggle, and she brought her mouth ever so close to his cock, straining at the 

bit, but of course didn’t deign to touch it with her lovely lips! 
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As I looked at her soles, waving casually in the background I came in spurts – 

without even meaning to. Words, my friend – and THOUGHT is truly what does it, 

and as I continued watching the video, the lady’s eyes literally seemed to BORE into 

me – out of the screen as it were – although she obviously doesn’t know me, and I 

her! 

“Thats what  you want, boy! I know it!” 

And THAT knowledge – THAT look in the eye – THOSE words, or the vibe behind 

the unspoken words are what have done it for me all throughout and especially with 

Chinese ladies, who if anything are even more naturally dominant than the rest of 

their wonderful brethren … 

In fact, so skilful was this lady today that I was literally going “Yes Ma’am“ behind 

the computer screen – – and if there ever was a better testament to her skill (along 

with how many times I came) – I don’t know what it is! 

So the next time you hear someone say its all about looks – or “BDSM is easy” – 

well – you’ve just heard them tell you they’re a fool – and completely ignorant of the 

nuances of REAL BDSM, and what keeps us BDSM lovers coming back for more, 

and more and MORE! 

In closing, get good at doing housework – practice definitely does make perfect here 

– for it is one of the fundamentals you MUST master in order to serve as a good sissy 

for her! 
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4. Get good at giving massages – again – REAL GOOD! 

 

Women (yes, ALL women, vanilla or not) love massages, and though popular culture 

has females massaging men – both in general, and “after sex” (remember the popular 

scenes where the man rests after sex, smoking a cigarette, while the woman massages 

his feet) … the reverse is actually true in terms of female preferences.  

 

And what is key to remember here is this – you as a sissy do NOT massage per 

YOUR preferences, you do it per hers!  

 

For instance, you may have a strong foot fetish as a lot of male subs do, but this 

doesn’t mean you focus only on her feet. She may (as many ladies, especially the 

lovely Pearl) want her waist and back rubbed at night, and if that’s the case, then that 

is what you do!  

 

Second, you learn how to massage professionally - - in a manner that she enjoys, and 

likes. And this isn’t that hard to do for most guys once you leave your dick out of the 

equation. In fact, your dick shouldn’t even be a factor  - - and we will get to that in 

another separate point below later, hehe.  

Last night, I was chatting with a lady that (yes, again!) added me online seemingly out 

of the blue. 

Now, many people have repeatedly asked me as to “where do you meet all these girls, 

man??” – – or “where do all these ladies find you?” … or things to that nature. 

And as I wake up fresh from a dream where Madam Carol (yes, her of the lovely, soft 

feet …) of all things was asked to “come on stage” and was completely speechless 

(don’t ask – still trying to figure that one out myself!) – I figured I’d write to you and 

talk to you about whats going on in my mind – about Madam – and her feet – except 

it’s a different one this time! 

So as I got to know this lady, from Shenyang province in Northern China, I asked her 

her age out of curiosity. Not that it matters of course – as you know – age isn’t 

important in the least bit for me (but it is in mainland China for girls, so … ). 

“Madam, how old are you? Or is that a secret?” (giggle, giggle). 

“30!” she replied confidently. 
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“Age isn’t important actually. For a woman the most important thing is her mind … 

do you agree?” 

She “smiled back online” with another one of those oh-so-cute emoticons. 

“It’s important sometimes … “she went. 

“Well, not for me”, I replied, with a “shy emoticon”. 

A pregnant pause, and then a “big grin” emoticon. She knew…! 

“We attract those that are similar to ourselves”, she suddenly piped up. 

Of course, I couldn’t agree more – but it was interesting she brought that up at the 

VERY moment I was thinking the same thing. Thoughts DO transmute, my friend – 

and a moth WILL gravitate to a flame – somehow or the other – even across the 

world!! 

And if you consider that strange think about radio waves that pass through objects. 

Why can’t thought waves do the same? More on this in Claude Bristol’s “The Magic 

Of Believing” – highly recommended even if you’re NOT into fetish – but for now, 

back to the topic. 

As we continued chatting, it turned out Madam Di (her name) was taking an online 

class. So I figured i’d let her be, and wouldn’t disturb her. 

“Enjoy your class, Madam!” I said. 

Big grin (from her). 

“Thank you, Madam!” I suddenly said for no reason. And then … “Don’t forget your 

foot massage! You need it after a long day!” 

Another big grin … and … while the rest of that can be completed later, here’s the 

point. 

Foot massages – done RIGHT – and in the right attitude (not as a precursor to sex 

necessarily unless she so desires) can be a GREAT way to work up to eventual 

femdom, my friend. 
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This is one of the techniques detailed in “A complete guide to understanding 

dominant Chinese ladies from the mainland” manual – and when I first met the 

lovely Anne, who I’ve written about before, it didn’t take long at all for me to broach 

this topic. 

The first night we were in bed together, she asked if I’d like a head massage. 

“Sure!” 

She did it for around 5 minutes or so, and it felt great, and we then moved to other 

things. 

The next night – I asked her again. 

“Honey, rub my head for a while please…” 

“Oh, I’m too tired!” she giggled, with a bit of a smirk. 

“Ok …” I replied, my hard on already growing, and she felt it too. 

As she asked if I wanted to “make love”, I evaded the question. 

“May I press your feet for a while if you’re tired?” 

She didn’t answer, surprised. I was the first man that had shown interest in her feet 

(and legs) so … 

But as I moved down to the foot of the bed, and asked her to relax comfortably, I 

could sense her satisfaction — and that LOOK on her face turned me on so much 

(although she didnt know it at the time!) – although it was pitch dark, I could sense 

her relaxing – and I could sense her knowing that she “reeled the fish in” – albeit 

unconsciously. 

Needless to say I was the one rubbing her legs at night for at least half an hour from 

that day (night) onwards – and also bringing her water in the middle of the night when 

she woke up – and of course – making her tea in the mornings – – and more! 

There’s more on this, but nothing relaxes, and gets a woman to “feel superior” and 

comfortable as a foot massage done right – – and the more relaxing and obsequious – 

the better, if that makes sense! 
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After all, it IS a great way to serve someone – especially if that someone is relaxed 

comfortably – and you’re working hard per HER – or his, hehe – specifications! 

More on this later.  
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5. Start cooking like a PRO – and cook what SHE LIKES! 

 

The ability to cook for oneself – and her – and do it WELL - is one of the most important 

things that a woman looks for in a man these days my friend – especially a dominant 

woman.  

Believe me now, and trust me later, many a woman (even vanilla women) would 

GLADLY take lack of any sort of sex, or bad sex if their partners were to cook and clean 

well – per their specs – but especially cook well, and cook their favorite foods!  

It’s often been said that the way to a man’s heart is through his stomach, but I’ve found 

the same to hold TRUER for a woman. Men end up thinking with their cocks a lot of 

times, while the same is NOT true for women in general.  

One day, when with Madam Su (but while I was at my own place), I was telling Su that I 

was cleaning my floor. 

“Mop the floor”, she responded with. 

“Yours, or mine”? I asked, in as “coy” a manner as I could. 

This was met with a giggle, and nothing else. 

“I think Madam’s floor needs mopping, too”, I ventured … 

“Will you help me?” pat came the response, and despite the overly polite tone, I could tell 

the VIBE behind it was as strong as it should be … the very same vibe that drew me to 

this lady in the first place! 

“It’s my job, isn’t it, Madam?” I responded, with my own version of “giggling”. 

“Cook is your job too!” pat came the response. 

Now, I’m sure y’all can see where this might be headed – but the key to all of this, my 

friends, is this – male orgasm denial. 

It brings to mind what Madam Pearl used to do. 

She was a lover of seafood, and I’d often be hard at work preparing shrimps (her favorite) 

and oysters for her for dinner (for us, actually, but she chose the menu, and I cooked!) – 

and the phone would buzz. 

“Servant! I’m coming home! Have water ready to wash my feet!” 
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And as I scurried to get the water ready – and keep the cooking going – much like a 

dutiful maid might – I was constantly reminded of my position by an always hard, and 

often leaking dick – that was rarely, if ever satisfied! 

The point here being though, learn how to cook, and learn how to cook her FAVORITE 

foods well! This one tip alone will take you further along the road of REAL femdom and 

sissification quicker than any of the other tips combined here will!  
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6. Start getting interested in girly things. Especially beauty …  

 

This one tip is self explanatory, but you would be amazed at how many guys 

IGNORE it.  

 

If you’re truly interested in turning into the sissy of your - - and her - - dreams - - 

stop any and all outwardly “manly” activities that you might be otherwise partaking 

of.  

 

You’ve already started to cook and clean, and be a good little bitch for her. Now its 

times to stop watching football, and start watching soap operas - - with her!  

 

Rather than comment upon the latest game, it may serve you better to talk about 

“what Betsy did to her female friend - - oh, she’s so bad!!” - - and other “gossipy”, 

girly stuff on a regular basis.  

 

When watching porn, make sure you watch porn with multiple COCKS - - as 

opposed to multiple women!  

 

No more talk about blowjobs, or drinking beer - - and limit nights out at the bar. In 

any case, sissies generally don’t go to and aren’t that comfortable with being seeing 

at bars they previously frequented as “real men” anyway!  

 

And start looking at female beauty from a female perspective.  

 

Most guys limit their thoughts to “tits and ass” but women think of beauty in a far 

more “overall”, deeper manner.  

 

Don’t just look at her body. Look at her style - - her face - - her EYES - - her attitude 

- - her overall demeanor, and THEN pronounce your opinion - - exactly as another 

female might!  

 

This is yet another tip that will catapult you along the royal road of femdom – to 

finally “serving at her altar” - - at warp speed! And as a sissy, it will further reinforce 

the feminine side of you to her, which is the entire point.  
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7. Staying in SHAPE .. or NOT?  

 

Again, self explanatory. Staying in shape is recommended for EVERYONE, by the 

way, regardless of sexual orientation, or preferences … or is it?? 

 

I’ll throw a bit of a spanner into the works, but first off, from a medical standpoint, 

the answer is obvious. And even in terms of dressing up in tight, “revealing” female 

clothing etc - - it is a no brainer.  

 

Which girls are sexier - - those with layers of fat and beer bellies, or the ones with 

toned bodies (or at least bodies that aren’t fat)? Ditto for guys, and while I don’t 

mean to body shame, the fact remains that staying in shape makes you all that more 

attractive for the opposite sex.  

 

Of course, a sissy male that’s not in shape though - - that has say, man boobs from 

drinking too much can always leverage them man boobs to his advantage during 

sissy play!  

 

I’ve often mentioned how Madam Pooja (in “Serving an Indian Goddess”) would 

not only make my bitch tits “swing” as she ordered me to “moo” like a cow, but 

she’d also grab my man boobs and scornfully proclaim that it was “just like milking a 

cow”.  

 

And she’d play expertly with my nipples while doing so, of course!  

 

It can also be insanely hilarious to see fat guys dress up in revealing clothing, with 

bitch tits, ass, stomach etc all “falling out” and all the more embarrassing when 

confronted with a man in good shape (a “real man” as we’ll get to later!).  

 

But all that aside, I’d recommend staying in good shape anyway for health purposes. 

But if not … well … at least you know how to parlay your bitch tits over into 

successful sissy play, “guys”!! 
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8. Cross dressing  

 

Now we come to the fun part (actually, the following tips are where the “fun” 

REALLY starts!!) - - and this part probably needs no explaining to sissies and 

Dominas alike.  

 

Dress up as your Domina and you prefer, and the more feminine and humiliating, the 

better!  

 

But while the external parts of the cross dressing scene don’t need to be explained 

(French maid, regular skirt and blouse outfit, or maybe even a “Qi Pao” if you’re into 

traditional Chinese female attire, as I am!) … what needs to be emphasized is the 

UNDERWEAR and … FOOTWEAR!  

 

Make very sure to wear bras and panties daily, sissies, and get used to it! Make even 

more sure to get used to wearing FEMALE footwear - - of all colors, hues and sizes - 

- especially high heels! 

 

I don’t know why, but as a man, there is something incredibly demeaning (and 

therefore an immense turn on) about wearing female underwear. It truly makes me 

feel “female” from the inside out, and that is what a true sissy should be aiming at as 

well.   
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9. “Maintain your sissy self” at all times! 

 

Maintenance, and regular “beauty” treatments are KEY for a sissy to look, feel and 

act like a real sissy.  

 

Gone are the hairy chests, armpits and backs - - and definitely legs! Your entire body 

should be as smoothly shaven (if not WAXED – that is a better option) as a lady’s - - 

and that goes for your cock and balls too, boy!  

 

If you have facial hair - - get rid of it now! Bushy eyebrows? Start trimming, waxing 

and shaping NOW! 

 

The only exception to hair is that on your head (the big and hopefully more sensible 

one, hehe) … you can grow that out as long as you want to. But maintain that well 

too. Make sure to use shampoo, oil, or whatever beauty products you so choose to 

keep your hair soft and shiny at all times.  

 

Make sure to “smell” good at all times. Use female perfumes and lotions, and NOT 

masculine smelling colognes and/or deodorants!  

 

As the lovely Madam Carol once told me while walking up a hill together,  

 

“The girl should be beautiful to look at, soft and delicate to touch, and always 

smell good!”  

 

And she was right. Do your best to live up to that ideal, sissies - - both for yourself, 

and your Domina!  
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10.    Get used to wearing high heels 

 

Women wear high heel all the time, and is it any wonder we hear their feet hurt a 

lot ? 

 

Is it any wonder we know women love foot massages – nay, CRAVE them on a 

regular basis, and given that high heels distort the natural shape and form of the 

foot, and place immense pressure upon the lower back and hips (and shins) - - is it 

any wonder why foot massages at the end of the day feel so good to an average 

lady?  

 

And you, as a sissy, will soon learn that women go through hell to look good for 

men … 90% of that hell being wearing those pretty high heels you love so much 

on women!  

 

Now, it will be YOU wearing them, and believe me, it takes work to getting used 

to walking in high heels. I’ve been in the scene for years, and this is a part of the 

scene I’m yet to get fully comfortable with physically - - especially when carrying 

a tray laden with food and drinks in front of me - - or even going out while 

“dressed up” - - or climbing stairs - -and so forth.  

 

I once met a lady that hiked for three hours wearing high heels, and claimed her 

feet were NOT tired at the end of it. I have no idea how, but a real sissy should 

aim to work up to at least 10% of that capability, if not a bit more!  

 

And practically speaking, the quicker you get used to wearing and walking in high 

heels, the better you’ll serve her - - as a true sissy “waitress”, hehe.  

 

Or a sexy masseuse, for that matter.  

 

Or a sexy hooker … or … the imagination BOGGLES! 

 

Bottom line – get good – very good - - at wearing and walking in - - high heels - - 

preferably either red or pink (we’ll get to color beneath!).  
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11.  “The toes should always be polished, and the feet pedicured!” 

 

This is an interesting take on sissy play and femdom, and it’s nigh TRUE. 

 

Ever notice that while women’s hands are often unmanicured, and the nails not 

painted, the vast majority of women prefer to keep their FEET in proper condition 

(especially the soles) - - and the toenails as well?  

 

Most guys don’t even notice the amount of effort females put in to achieve the 

effect of their feet being “properly” taken care of (unless you have a foot fetish, of 

course!). And as a sissy, a cardinal rule should be to ideally have your hands and 

feet soft and manicured at all times - - and the nails painted a nice girly color.  

 

Exceptions may be made for the hands, of course, since they will be doing 

housework - - but the feet should always be well maintained, and the toenails 

well-polished and shiny - - no excuses!    
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12. The color “pink” (and other female colors) 

 

This one is a no brainer. Get used to wearing girly colors, girly perfumes - - and paint 

your nails like a girl would - - either shades of soft colors, or a mixture of colors - - 

or have nail art done, if you can afford it! 

 

I mention the color pink because its one of the girliest colors I can think of. I mean 

think about it. Pink frilly dresses, pink panties etc …! 

 

Bright red is another one of those girly colors I love, but mix and match per your 

Domina and your liking!  
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13.   Going to “gay bars” together, and other “typically female” 

activities 

 

Back when I was with Madam Carol, I often brought up the possibility of me being 

her sissy. Although she wasn’t quite into that part of femdom (at that point in time, at 

any rate, hehe), she made the following comment.  

 

“Yes, it would be good. Two beautiful girls, hand in hand, shopping together!”  

 

Now, I’ve mentioned the part above about Madam Wendy “wanting to take me to a 

gay bar” - - something she wouldn’t dare bring up with a “vanilla” (or “real man”) 

guy, hehe.  

 

And all of this just ties into the “bestie” with a twist concept - - in that she gets to do 

exactly what she would with a real female friend - - except this “female” server her 

hand and foot like a slave as well!  

 

Truly the best of both words for her I’d say, as it should be!  

 

Shopping, gay bars, or even perhaps watching romantic movies together - - the sky is 

the limit for a properly conditioned sissy and her owner! 
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14. “Real man deserve sex – “real man sex”. Sissies don’t!” 

 

What YOU, my dear sissy deserve is “P spot sex” or “sissy sex”. And despite the “P 

spot” on men being the equivalent of the female “G” spot (and despite it, as will be 

explained beneath, having the potential to bring unlimited, boundless pleasure to 

males - - far more than regular orgasms), you do NOT approach it with the sole 

perspective of having “fun” or even an orgasm.  

 

It's well known that the average woman, for instance, doesn’t even achieve any sort 

of orgasm when having sex with males (a case in point is what Madam Alexa told me 

about once asking her sub to have sex with her) - - so why should you as a sissy?  

 

When she chooses to have sex with her, it’s not like a real man having sex with her 

and having his way. It’s HER “as the man” fucking you - - and your role is to submit 

- - not necessarily enjoy!  

A few weeks ago or so, a thought occured to me. 

With all the talk about prostrate milking, and “orgasms” (and rightfully so) a thought 

struck me. 

“Aren’t subs having too much fun with this??” 

This thought caught me unawares, and is a bit of a glimpse into my rarely seen, but 

still there, dominant side (although I much prefer the submissive role, there HAVE 

been times I’ve dommed. As they say, gotta be on the other side yourself to truly do it 

well yourself – either as a sub – or a Domme/Domina!). 

And then I decided to try something. 

I figured I’d try milking myself – WITHOUT getting sexually stimulated in the 

process. 

 

Now, given my submissive tendencies, that is very hard for me — the mere thought of 

being “penetrated” now makes me rock hard – but I chose a day I was feeling decidely 

unsexy for this experiment. 
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I figured I’d still reach orgasm nonetheless. After all, it’s all about physical 

stimulation mostly, right? And an involuntary final “piss of cum”, if that makes sense. 

Right … and wrong. Hehe. 

I remember just “plowing in and out” of myself that day – and touching my P-spot – – 

and soon it happened, but I felt NO sexual pleasure whatsover either during or after 

the process. 

No orgasms reaching up to my chest as I’ve described before – certainly no “spine 

curling” feelings – and certainly no weak legs either. 

Just a bit of a shudder as I achieved release – – and NOT a prostrate orgasm! 

Madam Sophia – Sophia Bai herself would have been nigh proud of me that day, 

hehe. 

Experiment #2 – well, that was to see how different it was when I WAS sexually 

aroused. 

And boy was it different when I started thinking sexy thoughts (cock! her feet! etc etc) 

and played with my nipples just that little bit. Though I had already achieved orgasm a 

few minutes earlier, remember there is no refractory period when dealing with the 

prostrate, and soon I started to experience sheer BLISS coursing through my body – 

literally all the way up into my chest, seemingly making my heart beat even faster 

than normal. 

And then it happened. Oh boy did it happen – that orgasm (still NOT a regular 

orgasm, mind you!) – that sissy orgasm, if I might say so, hehe – occured, and what an 

orgasm it was! 

I remember lying prone on the bed literally trembling like a “bitch in heat”, if I might 

say so – and though I  could have gone more – I had literally no energy left at that 

point, hehe. 

This got me to thinking. 

 

If the sub enjoys it too much, isn’t it a case of the sub involuntarily topping from the 

bottom when Madam – or Sir – milks him? 
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Unless the Domme / Domina manages to make it a decidely unsexy experience, of 

course, and the only way that can happen is after numerous milkings, me thinks, all 

one after the other. And even then it would be tough as the mere presence/thought of 

the dominant partner entering their nether regions would probably be more than 

enough for arousal! 

Madam Sophia had her sub “scared” enough to make it unsexy while she milked him 

along with her gorgeous friend Angela, but hey, I must admit – the minute they 

laughed – even a little – or even looked at me – – it became sexy as heck! 

Anyway, this is one of the techniques mentioned in “15 ways to give him the ruined 

orgasm of his LIFE – and have him salivating for MORE” and while what I 

mentioned in #2 above isn’t a ruined orgasm – #1 is certainly a variant, hehe. Be sure 

and pick up a copy of this immensely popular manual right here – 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/ruined-orgasms/ 
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15.    Male Chastity 

 

Your dick is useless, sissy! What better way to completely remove it from “sight” 

(not really, hehe) than to lock it up and have the key hanging on your Madam’s 

ankle, more proof of her OWNERSHIP of you?  

 

More to the point, this sort of thing reinforces the humiliation and sissy aspect of 

things. A sissy will be sitting down to pee on often dirty toilet seats for one (when 

locked up) - - and this makes one appreciate what women go through a lot of times 

when clean toilets aren’t around - - or even available!  

 

But, I would be doing the reader a GROSS disservice if I were to say that’s the 

main reason a male should be kept chaste!   

My preference for extended periods of chastity, and little if any – “release” (at least 

not what you’d consider a proper orgasm) is well known by most! 

I first (and voluntarily) started down this path a few years back, and have 

never looked back since – and coming from someone whose lived in a part of 

mainland China which used to be known as the “sex capital” of the world – and 

someone that DID participate in more than his fair share of “releases” (!) back in 

the day – thats saying something. 

Yes, as you can tell from my books and writings – I’ve been around the block a 

few times and then some, and would I trade those experiences if I knew what I did 

now about staying chaste? 

No – because those experiences taught me many things – amongst many things, the 

immense value of chastity itself! 

Now that I compare “now” to then – – do I feel denied? Frustrated? “Sad”? 

Melancholy at not being able to achieve release? 

Not in the least, my friend. So long as I’m giving the woman I’m with at the time 

plenty of release – plenty of freedom – and plenty of CHOICES in terms of her 

own sexual partners – thats pretty much all I want at this point – well, of course, 

along with a few other things – but I’m sure you get the drift there! 

As the lovely Ann once told me, “I don’t like to have sex too often! Thats why I 

left my last boy friend!” 
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This was followed by “We may do it once a week for health, but no more!” 

… and that, in turn was followed by a meek “Yes, Ma’am!” from me, and a raging 

hard on to boot. 

It’s all about HER, my friend – and that is but one of the tips covered in “A 

complete guide to understanding dominant Chinese ladies from the mainland” – 

and if you’re currently unable (for whatever reason) to find the dominant partner of 

your dreams – then this is a must read! 

Folks often find it hard to understand how I can go for weeks – months – without 

any release – especially consider my raging hormones, workouts etc that all add to 

my “growing lust”. 

I wrote a while back about a “wet dream” I had – and yet – did that dampen my 

enthusiasm? 

Not one bit – and here’s why –  because as I went along the road to chastity – I 

realized I was holding one of the KEYS to super energy – and achievement – as 

well as development of the sixth sense – all in my loins, if I might say so. 

Some of you may know that wrestlers and boxers of yore would refrain from 

sexual activity not days – but MONTHS before a fight. 

The same holds true for authors, artists, and other creative people who would 

literally CHANNEL their sexual energies into other work – and believe me, this 

highly charged, sexed work would show results – regardless of the actual nature of 

the work. 

It’s not so much what you do. It’s HOW you do it – and the VIBES coming off the 

words you write! 

Thats something I’ve said before ad infinitum, of course, and that is but one benefit 

of chastity. 

The others? 

Improved energy levels – vastly improved. Super powers of focus and 

concentration – as well as perhaps most importantly, more of a submissive vibe –  
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and funnily enough, it hasn’t done ANY DAMAGE at all to how I “attract” 

women. 

That happens more and more – the longer I go “without”, the more the submissive 

vibe builds – and communicates itself to those that are ready to receive it! 

There’s a lesson – or several to be learnt from this. 

As Napoleon Hill correctly states in Think and Grow Rich (and no, this has got 

NOTHING AT ALL to do with whether you, the reader, wants to get rich or not), 

The emotion of sex contains the secret of creative ability.  

He goes on to state that one of the main reasons the vast majority of males out 

there don’t succeed before the age of 40 is the time spent “dissipating their 

wild oats” – which, given that the sex drive is at it’s peak at said age would be far, 

far better off TRANSMUTED into other activities in one’s life! 

Yours truly learnt this around the age of 35 or so. Although I’ve always been into 

chastity, orgasm denial and the rest of it – I only truly learned – and experienced 

the benefits of said activities in my daily life once I experimented – and this was 

before I read Hill’s bestselling book, by the way. 

And once I learned – there truly was no going back – either in terms of my 

preferences – or otherwise! 

Last, but not least, what if you decide you’ll go down this route – but yet want a 

little fun every now and then – or perhaps more often? 

Well, ’tis your choice, my friend. What you choose to do in your personal life and 

with your “wild oats”, hehe, isn’t any of my biz – but I’ll tell you this – one 

MAGNIFICENT way of you (and your lady partner) having ya’ll’s cake and eating 

it too is this – RUINED ORGASMS! 

Yes, these can give you AS MUCH (if not more) mental pleasure if done right – 

and even after three of these, chances are your lust won’t dissipate if you’re horny 

enough. 
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At that point, you can transmute this energy into something useful – like serving 

your lady – “pressing her feet” (oh, that term, how I love it!) – or doing your own 

work.  

And it’s when you get familiar with this sort of thing that you’ll TRULY start to 

experience and realize the wonders – and many benefits of staying chaste – or close 

to it! 
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16.  “I’ll plug you in the ass”!.   

 

We covered male chastity in the last post, but does that mean that you as a “sissy” - - 

and your lady as a Dominant - - can’t have any fun in the sack anymore? 

Not at all, my friend!  

I don’t know if regular readers of my newsletter remember the gorgeous Madam 

Pearl - - who I wrote about in Submissive Musings in Mainland China – Volume #1 

- - but she brought this up on her own once we were past the “initial prelims” and I 

was doing her shopping on a regular basis - - paying for it, of course, and also 

serving her in other ways!  

“I’m coming home, boy!”, she’d often message me while on her way back from 

work. “Make sure and have hot water ready for my feet – I need you to wash my feet 

and then press my head while I relax!”  

As I’d rush to do that, she’d send me other messages about the cooking, laundry etc - 

- all of which had to be responded to - - or else!  

But whats funny is this – although I was chaste and locked up at that time – and 

although we hadn’t quite gotten around to including cuckolding in our relationship - - 

there was ONE thing missing  in the sissy section of our relationship - - which the 

gorgeous Madam Pearl soon rectified.  

That one night when I washed her feet (not for the first time) and massaged her head 

started it all.  

She was giggling about something, and I couldn’t figure out what it was, but she 

soon told me.  

“Slave, you’ve been doing a good job! Hen hao (That is Mandarin Chinese for “very 

good” for you newbies out there!)”.  

She then wagged a finger imperiously.  

“Press my legs again, boy.” 

And as I knelt, I saw her staring at me - - that confident imperious gaze, that look in 

her eye - - and as I started to get a massive hard on, she playfully smacked me on the 

head.  
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“I’m going to plug you in the ass tonight!” she triumphantly announced. “After all, 

you’re not a man anymore, are you, Michael”? 

Giggle, giggle, giggle, while I pondered this. While I had been milked before - - I 

hadn’t ever been “plugged in the ass” before - - this was new!  

But the reason I’m bringing this up is because getting fucked in the ass by your 

Domina on a regular basis takes your sissification to NEW heights, my friend.  

Not only will you be the one being “penetrated” as she takes over the “male role” - - 

but you’ll also get PLEASURE from being penetrated - - and experience orgasms 

like you’ve never experienced before - - and multiple “female” orgasms at that!  

 

Those of you experienced at this know that the prostrate is what makes this happen 

for men.  

Prostrates on men, for those that don’t know is the little walnut shaped gland that sits 

in your anal area – about two knuckles or so in for most men. Feel your way around 

there gently, and you’ll find what they call the “P” spot (the male equivalent of the 

“G” spot, if I may. 

And with good, good reason! Once you start prostrate play, youll find out that regular 

orgasms have been way overblown – and you can either have the most erotic 

orgasms WITHOUT a hard on if you do it right – or, if pure humiliation is your 

thing, and you do NOT enjoy ass play – that can be achieved too via ass play! 

And as for the submissive “sissy” twist? 

Well, nothing says “I own you, bitch” more so than her pegging you (or him, but 

thats a different tale altogether!) – and nothing quite says you ENJOY being a bitch 

as you feel the erotic sensations running up and down your body – and eventually 

“release” – WITHOUT the satisfaction of a real orgasm – as she giggles and laughs 

at you, herself sated to the full (possibly with another partner as well!) 

Believe me, done right, males rarely get HARD at all this way – and that just adds to 

the sheer humiliation of it all – but it FEELS so good that it is an ESSENTIAL tool 

in any Domina’s “book” – or any male submissive’s “how to”, hehe. 

And believe it or not, there is a lot more to prostrate massages than just the above. It 

increases libido for male – has been known to fix erectile dysfunction effectively – 
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and for those of you that “can’t last” – a bit of prostrate work right before actual sex 

should solve the issue quickly. 

The beauty of prostrate orgasms are that they aren’t regular orgasms – and so the 

male gets to “keep going” – much like a woman can with her orgasms until he 

reaches a regular penile orgasm – preferably combined with prostrate massage! 

Now, some of you might be wondering if women enjoy pegging as much as men do.  

 

Well, believe it or not - - if she’s truly dominant - - she WILL! The sheer “mental 

rush” that comes from taking over the male role and truly fucking her sissy is enough 

for some ladies to have orgasms - - and explosive ones at that! 

 

And if she wants sex – the traditional way? Well – we’ll get to that soon enough as 

well!   
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17.  Keep your ass “plugged” if at all possible! 

 

This is but a natural extension of the tip above, my friend, and a most enjoyable one 

as well for both the Domina and her sissy, if both are really into the fantasy!  

 

Keep your ass “used” to the fact that it’s now your “man pussy”, and not only does 

this mentally condition YOU as the male submissive to be more “womanly” - - but it 

also takes your humiliation (as well as physical pleasure) to new levels.  

 

There are plenty of butt plugs out there on the market, all with various “twists”.  

 

Now, wearing a butt plug in itself is a funny experience – especially if that plug hits 

up against your prostrate all day. You’ll be “leaking” all day more likely - - and will 

understand how women feel on their periods etc - - and this, of course, will add to the 

fun for your Domina as she laughs at you in this condition (once she gets to fully 

accepting you as a sissy, of course!).  

 

And if it’s a vibrating butt plug? A remote controlled one that I once wore that sent 

little jolts of electricity through my nether regions every time Madam Pearl pressed 

that button? Especially when I was carrying drinks precariously balanced on a tray?  

 

Or, a butt plug with a “bell” attached to it that goes “tinkle tonk” every time you even 

move?  

 

That one makes even me as a sissy laugh out loud – so you can just imagine the 

effect it’ll have on HER! 

 

Bottom line - - keep that butt plug firmly in place, my friend - - at all times possible! 

It’ll serve you WELL in your journey towards eventual, total - - and oh-so-rewarding 

SISSIFICATION!  
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18.  “Your dick doesn’t matter!” 

 

As a true sissy, the fact of the matter is this - - your dick is pretty much USELESS.  

 

Let’s face it, guys. You aren’t interested in traditional sex the way real men are - - 

and couldn’t satisfy her in bed anyway even if you tried.  

 

You’ve been introduced to the joys of P-orgasms, and you’ve been told on just how 

they are an INTEGRAL tool in terms of making you feel more womanly with every 

passing P-orgasm - - and penetration!  

 

And the best part of all this is that as you stay chaste and locked, you realize that 

your dick serves NO real purpose other than to eliminate “fluid” - - that being waste 

matter - - and of course, seminal fluid while being milked or fucked! 

 

It isn’t there to be sucked. It isn’t there to be admired. It is NOT there to fuck her. It’s 

simply a tool to enable waste (literally!;)) to escape your body - - and this one fact, 

more than anything else will make you feel more and more “worthless as a REAL 

man”, and more “female” as times goes by.  

 

And when you combine this by looking at sissy porn - - with real men galore with 

their cocks standing proudly erect, regal and unencumbered - - and of course, when 

your lady starts enjoying those real cocks - - well - - the sheer mental RUSH you’ll 

get is second to none!  

 

Remember too that the dick rarely, if ever gets truly “hard” when you’re being 

fucked in the ass. Maybe a little erect, or semi-erect, but RARELY completely hard – 

and that just adds to the feeling of “why do I even need this appendage” any more?  

 

You don’t! You need your man pussy - - THAT is what gives you and her pleasure - 

- and that is how it should be!  
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19.   Hormone therapy 

 

The natural progression to “man pussies” and dicks not getting hard is something we 

don’t hear talked about a lot, that being “hormone therapy”.  

 

Female hormone therapay, in other words reducing the amount of testosterone in a 

male’s body by pumping in estrogen into the body by means of pills, implants etc.  

 

Ever notice the “bitch tits” that seem to form on men that drink way too much beer? 

This is a direct result of increased estrogen levels in the body. Ever notice how the 

balls start to shrink and how hair loss occurs amongst the gym goers that pump 

themselves full of steroids (the reason here isn’t so much estrogen as hormonal 

imbalances, but still…)? And so forth.  

 

There are plenty of stores out there selling estrogen pills which if taken for a length 

of time will induce “female” effects in a man’s body - - for instance, the breasts start 

to bud, the skin becomes smoother and softer … the hip wider than normal, and so 

forth. And so the sissy doesn’t just “look” beautiful - - her body becomes more 

feminine too!  

 

Strange as it might sound, this is not a personal favorite of mine. For me, the lower 

my libido and the lower my testosterone levels, the less interest I have in any sexual 

activity (although due to my strenuous exercise routines this has never once been an 

issue). But, for those subs and their Dominas who are far more into the mental aspect 

of this than the physical, this may be a huge, huge turn on.  

 

Experiment with it, and see how it goes! 

 

(Note – for this one though, check with your doctor first. Be sure and embark upon a 

course of hormonal therapy that is reversible if possible!). 
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20.   When she wants other men to “fill her” – she can have ‘em!  

 

It might sound strange, but although we’ve been fed the old song and dance about 

sex being much more of an emotional thing for women as opposed to men (physical 

feeling) … women in general have sexual needs too - - and many aren’t shy at all 

about “using men purely for sex”.  

 

For instance, it may be insanely humiliating for you as a sissy (and a turn too too, of 

course) to know that your woman is bedding others and NOT you … but it may also 

be interesting to know that in a lot of cases, the bond you two share couldn’t be 

replicated by any other relationship she has with other men - - sexual or not!  

 

Sometimes a woman simply needs “sex”, and a feeling of being “filled”. And if there 

is a real, live dick there to please her, why not?  

 

Men are basically tools to be used for women’s pleasure, my friend. You’re a sissy 

tool, and he’s a manly tool, but both are tools regardless, and that is a fundamental 

concept of femdom every true male submissive would do good to learn, and engrave 

in his mind.  

So, I had the good fortune of talking to a lady I met years ago – a dominant young 

Chinese lady – and a most intelligent one at that, Madam Alexa. 

Believe it or not, while I’ve been with my fair share of dominant ladies (as you guys 

can tell) – Alexa is probably the only one that I have a “perfect mental match” with 

in terms of femdom – we can pretty much predict what the other person is thinking – 

or about to say – at any point in time. 

And of course, mental part aside (although that IS the most important thing) – she’s 

far, far younger than me … and that makes it all the more interesting! 

Amazingly enough – we haven’t ever actually “played” together as yet – until now at 

least. Never say never, as they say! 

Anyway, so I was talking about how easy it is for me to chat with her about fetishes 

and the like. Common ground, and so forth … 

“Madam, you’re one of the most intelligent people I know! It’s extremely easy to 

chat with you about everything”, I said. 
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And believe me, I meant every word. 

She’s currently “between subs” if I might use the term – and seems to be missing it, 

and was talking about how it’s NOT easy to find the right person to “play with”. 

“Well, it’s easy to find someone to play with”, I went. “But whats NOT easy is to 

find someone that can UNDERSTAND your needs – wants – fantasies – and be 

TRULY into them as well. What’s even tougher is to find someone you can actually 

form the right bond with … ” 

And its true, my friend. It’s true. The right bond is crucial in terms of forming any 

sort of decent relationship – femdom included – and nowhere else have I made this 

clearer than in Humiliation Central and Cuck Central – the first a course on how to 

take humiliation in your female dominate relationship to hitherto UNHEARD of 

levels, and the second – well – self explanatory! 

The deeper, baser and more intense the fantasy – the closer the two of you need to 

be overall for it to work well at any level!  

Anyway, we moved on to other topics. 

“Can I tell you something, Alexa? It’s kinda funny – but I want to say it – and yes – 

you can laugh if you want to!” 

“Go ahead! I’ll prepare to be amused”, she responded. 

“It’s easy to be with you as a sub, Madam Alexa. Guess why …”, I said, laughing 

myself. And before she replied, I took guesswork out of the equation. “Because there 

is NO pressure to have actual penetrative sex with you. The sub can serve you, be 

your sissy, be your maid  – – but there is no pressure to have actual penetrative “real 

man” sex – and thats what I’d love the most!” 

Giggle, giggle. 

“Isn’t that what happens in real femdom, Mike?”  

And then I asked her, out of curiosity if she ever had actual sex (“real man sex”) with 

her last sub. 

I know she penetrated him regularly, but I was curious to see if … 

And it turned out that YES – they DID have sex once … and … why? 
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“Well, I wanted to try it once with him. I was young, and …” 

“And ..”, I asked. 

“Well, it wasn’t so much I wanted to have sex with him. I needed to be filled – and I 

was using him as a dildo if you know what I mean. He had the right tool – and it’s 

better than a lifeless tool, you know!”, she responded. 

“My friend once told me”, she continued, giggling, “that the only reason she goes 

out with men is because they have a dick. So cute!” 

And I couldn’t help but laugh – and agree. 

“Yes, you’re right Madam”, I said. “Dicks are tools – to be used for your pleasure – 

and that is pretty much how it should be!” 

Anyway, we had many more interesting conversations – – including one on whether 

or not oral should be given to dicks. 

I’ll let you guess the answer to that one, but for now, key thing to remember is this – 

you don’t necessarily need to worry about her forming a “bond” with her lovers so 

long the boundaries of why she is doing it are clearly mapped out. If it’s just a matter 

of sex - - and sex alone – well then you as a sissy should do everything you can to 

prep her - - and him for it – and she will “adore” you all the more for it, hehe. 
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21.  Get great at oral – for her!  

 

Just because you can’t (or aren’t allowed to) penetrate her with your useless “organ” 

doesn’t mean you can’t use your tongue to orally service her - - for hours!!  

 

And I don’t mean just her vagina - - I mean her ass as well!!  

 

Treat both as ROYAL - - and you’ll be surprised at how even women that have never 

had oral done to them take to this like a DUCK to WATER, my friend.  

 

And now, a couple of stories - - REAL stories - - in that regard. NO further 

explanation will be needed post these stories as to why you need get good – really 

good – at servicing HER orally! 

So there I was, yours truly, chatting with a lovely damsel I “met” a few days ago 

online. 

Actually, “met” would be the wrong descriptor. As so often happens, she added me 

online – out of the blue, apparently, and we started to chat. 

She’s asked me for pictures of my dick etc before, and when I sent the first one, her 

comment was this – 

“Send it again! Your dick isn’t hard enough!” 

And although it was certainly harder than hard when I woke up – and took the picture 

– for some odd reason I’m never able to stay hard “in front of the camera, so to 

speak” – unless of course, I’ve got the right lady beside me, teasing me, humiliating 

me …and, well … you know the drift! 

I never did end up sending her another pic, but she messaged me today in Chinese 

and hilarious as the translation was (as I’ve often spoken about in my stories) – here 

is what it said – 

“You know what a man’s tongue is for, boy?!!” 

And while I added the “boy” in there, she might as well have said that too, so well 

worded was the question. 

“To lick you, of course”, I replied. “Do you like sucking dick – or being licked?” 
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And her answer was predictable, of course -and I don’t think I need to mention it 

here, do I?! 

“OK”, I went on. “So I’ll be your bitch then!” 

Giggle, giggle, and then the response. “Alright, you can!” 

And we then got to talking about porn flicks. 

“Maybe you can watch porn with me”, I ventured. “Many men, many cocks, many 

lovely, hard succulent cock and balls ….” 

“I’ll lick you while you watch it”, I continued. “Like a true bitch!” 

And while her peals of laughter didn’t quite “boom” through the phone, her response 

was proof enough that she was both laughing – and enjoying it – and why not?? 

Most “mainstream” porn shows men relaxed with the legs spread out comfortably as 

a woman – or multiple women service them – and yet, to me, there is nothing more 

arousing than the opposite i.e. a woman with multiple dicks servicing her – and the 

ones that aren’t hard enough? 

Well, their tongues have a purpose to serve – to lick feet- balls – ass – armpits – – 

and certainly that cum as well! 

It is indeed all about her, and as I finished off with “your satisfaction is the most 

important thing”, I could almost hear her nodding in appreciation with that look in 

her eye. 

Hmm! I own you, boy!  

Ah that look, that vibe … and this is precisely the vibe, YOU too, my friend need to 

cultivate if you would like to attract dominant ladies to you like moths to a flame. 

Believe me, I’ve spoken about how this works – and work it does – and if it can work 

for me – it’ll work for you too! 

I’ll keep you posted on the multiple cocks as well. The last time I did that was with 

Madam Su – and we ALL know what happened in that regard! 
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The other story, well, so it was a Friday night. Late on a Friday night I think it was, 

when a lovely lady called Ashley was sucking my left nipple (ah, the exquisite 

pleasure to be gotten from that left nipple! I speak about it so often in my books and 

writings!) and jerking me off expertly to one of the MOST pleasurable orgasms I’ve 

had. 

Yes, unfortunately this was before I was privy to the pleasure of RUINED orgasms … 

! 

Anyway, so as it was “over”, I came down from my “high”. 

“So, is this it?” 

“Uh ….” I replied, still “enjoying the moment”, but realizing at the same time I had 

committed the cardinal sin of asking her to satisfy  me – – but not done the same for 

her! 

“This is making love ….?” 

And though I wasn’t “in the mood” to make love anyway that night, she was – and it 

was probably a bit of a letdown (to say the least) for her (although yes, there was 

some miscommunication going on there as well!). 

We went to bed. 

Around 1 A.M. or so, I remember waking up, and subconsciously “gravitating” to her 

feet. Lovely long feet and milky white Chinese soles, and as she slept, I had no option 

but to start massaging them. 

She woke up (ever so slightly), and pulled me back with her in bed. 

Later that night, I believe around 3:00 A.M. in the morning I woke up with a 

MASSIVE, raging, GIGANTIC hard on the likes of which I had NEVER had. 

Those lovely, slim long FORE fingers of hers were twirling around my nipples, and 

it felt like HEAVEN on earth – before she got up to ride me “cow girl”, at which point 

the “fun” all subsided. 

I was more into the foot worship and the nipple play, as you might imagine, and sex 

was the last thing on my mind – but not for her! 
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Now, it might be interesting to bear in mind that I had several conversations with her 

about the topic “blowjobs”. 

I desperately wanted her to give me a blowjob – and she was very adamant about 

NOT doing so. 

“I don’t like to suck dick!” 

“OK, well …” I attempted to answer, as she shushed me and continued. 

“You do for me! I don’t want to do for you!” 

And so it went. The only blow job I can remember this lovely tall statesque lady 

giving me was a reluctant one during English class (I should say when she was 

SUPPOSED to be in class) – – but thats about it. 

And at this point regular Watson readers will be nodding their heads and saying 

“Hmm! English lessons, Chinese ladies … this is striking a very familiar chord 

indeed!” 

Indeed – – and yes, a lot of what I’ve written about has happened – – and is TRUE — 

including my most recent books on “Madam Krystal” at the school! 

Now, why do I bring up this experience? 

Certainly not to “toot my own horn” as it were. I bring it up because a lot of YOU 

reading this are in the same “predicament” of not being able to find the right lady 

to worship – – but believe you me, the confusion in your OWN mind is the main 

reason why you’re not being able to find said lady – -even if opportunities galore are 

IN FRONT of you in that regard! 

I remember feeling submissive and “dominant” (pesudo dominant I should say) in 

equal measures with Ashley. 

When she wouldn’t suck my dick, or give me a proper orgasm, I’d feel “denied” – but 

hey – little did I know THAT was my calling, and what I’d enjoy most, and what 

SHE did, and … 

Little did I know that her “order” to “do it for her” would have been the beginning to a 

possibly most beautiful femdom relationship – – only if I had let it “bloom”! 
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Neither did she enjoy giving me massages. But did she enjoy – and require ME to 

give her massages? 

I’ll let you be the judge there, my friend. 

She came into my life for a reason – unfortunately, and at that point I wasn’t quite 

“ready” – not entirely at least! 

Lesson to be learnt from this? 

Well, if you’re in a relationship, you ALWAYS have an opportunity to worship 

your woman like a true Goddess, my friend. And believe me, all women want it – – 

I’m YET to come across a woman that doesn’t prioritize HER pleasure first at the end 

of the day – -as it SHOULD be! Hehe … 

You just have to look for opportunities, and be open to taking them! 
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22.  Get good – real good – at BLOWJOBS – and FLUFFING! 

 

Fluffing, for those of you that don’t know is a term that originated in porn. Often 

times, the male lead is unable to “keep it up” or “get it up on command” - - and here 

is where fluffers, either male or female come in.  

 

Their job is to keep the male lead turned on – by any means possible. That could 

mean a lady sucking the nipples between shots - - or perhaps a lady – or guy – 

sucking the male lead’s dick when need be - - simply to keep HIM hard and ready for 

the shot.  

 

And while this is done in porn for obvious reasons (financial) incorporating this play 

into your bedroom can be very gratifying for you as a sissy, and her as a Domina!  

 

Keep him turned on - - ready to service HER - - and the best way to do that is to learn 

how to pleasure him - - preferably orally! 

 

This goes without saying, of course. Focusing on their pleasure (and your own latent 

desires to please a man – and lets face it - - sissy girls love cock- it wouldn’t and 

shouldn’t be any other way!) means you get good at giving blowjobs. Period.  

 

You become a Blowjob Betty par excellence, and you aren’t shy about doing it 

either!  

 

Believe me, dick sucking is an art unto itself and one you’d do well to learn if you’re 

interested in becoming a good little sissy boy!  

 

Remember too, that the commonly seen method of administering blowjobs in porn 

etc where the woman rapidly moves her head up and down the shaft of the cock is 

NOT by far the most pleasurable or even somewhat pleasurable for the male.  

 

What is most pleasurable is ATTENTION - - slow, careful attention being paid orally 

to each and every part of his cock and balls!  

 

His face might not be imprinted in your mind after he leaves, to put it one way, but 

his cock, and the way it curves, or it’s length and girth - - or the “smell” - - or the 

taste of his balls – and ass - - should all be firmly imprinted in your mind the second 

he’s pulling it out in front of you!  
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Get close and comfortable with his member. Pay special attention not just to the cock 

head - - but the TIP of the penis as well as the “meatus” and the balls. Pay good 

attention to his perennial region with your tongue as well, and his anus.  

 

There are literally dozens of ways to mention here, and those will probably be 

mentioned in a “How to give a great blowjob” manual I’ll put out later, but the key 

point is this – be comfortable with, and work diligently at becoming the best blowjob 

giver ever.  

 

And if you’re truly INTO this sort of thing – it won’t take long at all – believe me! 

And of course, it’s key to note that full blown regular orgasms feel about 1000 times 

better (not kidding!) when you combine regular penile motions (either via a blowjob 

or actual sex) along with prostrate massage. And when he’s fucking your Goddess, 

the best thing you can do is to lick his ass thoroughly – and then start fingering HIM 

the way HE likes – and believe me – the end result will be nigh explosive – the icing 

on the cake, if I might say so, especially if you get to lick it off!! 

You as a male sub don’t get regular penile stimulation though, hehe. You simply get 

to be penetrated – and “raped” – and understand that you’re truly a little bitch for her 

pleasure – and learn to enjoy it accordingly – and the “P” spot, my friends, is key to 

this entire experience!! 
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23. Be submissive to her lovers – and their COCKS! 

 

Recently I saw a “POV” video where a male dom was being kissed all over (the 

lower body) by a woman he referred to as a Queen.  

 

She was literally worshipping his legs – thighs - - feet – every part of his lower body 

- - while he stood there, black cock proudly and dominantly pointing skywards, and 

her looking up at his balls and cock .. the perfect POV for a sissy, if I might say so!  

 

The video was captioned at one point with “Get down there, boy! The view is always 

better from down there!” 

  

And it was, my friend. It was - - it brought out the submissive side in me so perfectly 

as I saw the video, even though the woman wasn’t directly involved in 

“commanding”.  

 

But submissiveness in general isn’t limited to just POV’s, and sex. Remember that a 

good sissy is also a maid … and is also a maid for her lovers - - not just him!  

 

As he enters the house, and sinks down on to the couch, make sure to take his shoes 

and socks off, and wash his feet too if he so desires. Make sure to offer him a beer - - 

or whatever he wants - - much as you would with your Madam!  

 

Before sucking him off, make sure to lick his ass … and asshole … with the same 

degree of reverence and dedication you would her! Beg to lick his ass first - - 

multiple times - - this one act alone will take your submissiveness to levels you never 

dreamt of. 

 

This may not be the easiest of things to do, of course, but you’ll quickly find that the 

humiliation turns you and your Domina on like nothing else (from a mental 

standpoint). You will also find yourself embracing your feminine side more and more 

from a mental standpoint once you learn to worship - - and respect - - him as the true 

Master he is!  

 

The Garima Madam trilogy and Serving an Indian Goddess series include great 

examples of how to do this par excellence. Grab these books NOW if you haven’t 

already. Not that all this is limited to Indian femdom - - my Chinese femdom novels 

have plenty on it as well!  
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24.  “Sharing” is indeed “caring!”  

 

If you’re into cuckolding (and if you’re with me this far, you ARE!), sissification – and 

related fantasies – what is the most powerful thought you’ve had in this regard?  

I’ve got no doubt cocks – of various sizes, shapes and hues come into it – as does actual 

sex of some nature, but what is the actual “theme” of your fantasy? 

What is the actual “drive” behind the fantasy that (apart from the sexy cocks, blowjobs, 

and everything else) really draws you into the scene and makes you actually WANT to 

participate in it at a deeper level as opposed to just enjoying the humiliation for what is 

it? 

Well, to me there are various ways of doing this – and various scenes that I’ve often 

thought of (and sometimes shared with certain ladies, a Madam Sophia being one of 

them!) … but the most POWERFUL of these thoughts (or fantasies – or scenarios – or 

what have you) is pretty much what I mentioned in the headline of the post. 

Cucks sharing COCKS – or Cuck sharing a COCK – with his lovely, dominant, 

significant other! 

In “Humiliation Central“, I’ve enclosed several close ups – vantage points as it were – 

where you, the reader who wants and enjoys the humiliation scenes I so often speak about 

in my writings – will literally FEEL as if you’re right there with your Mistress and her 

stud – – right on your knees in front of her laughing, happy face (mixed in with just the 

right degree of condescension, of course ;)) and a gigantic massive cock staring back at 

you … 

… ah, and the balls too, of course! How can I ever forget the balls – – ever since Garima 

Madam invited her lovers over for steamy sex sessions – and ever since Madam Priyanka 

did the same – and so did the gorgeous Su – – balls deep and balls slapping asses – – 

while I tend to them with the same care as I would the tip of a delicious ice cream ;)) has 

been a prime feature of my fantasies too! 

Ah, those balls, I can literally feel the hot steaming “balls” in my mouth as I write this, 

my tongue outlining the crevice between the two sacks, the cum in them ever ready to 

erupt from Master’s dong … 

But the best part of all this isn’t physical. 
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It’s me sharing her pleasure. It’s me actually being there – getting the cock hard – and 

watching her get serviced – but not just watching – HELPING her as well! 

It’s about giving up total control to the scene – – and entering a “dream” world where it’s 

all about her, her and her – – and by extension the stud servicing her as well. 

And if sticking my tongue deep, deep into the stud’s musky asshole means he gets harder 

by the minute and pounds her (as she wants!) “holes” all that much more – then so be it!  

But the best part would definitely be me kissing her – – with his dick right in front of us. 

Or, kissing her after she’s just completed a nice sloppy blowjob, replete with a gigantic 

cumshot too. 

Sharing truly is caring – – and what better way to care for your significant and 

DOMINANT other than to share her sexual pleasures too? 

No better way me thinks – – and since thoughts are truly THINGS when DESIRE is 

added to them, I have NO doubt I’ll be playing out this scenario in the near future as well 

with willing and perfectly understanding (and therefore reciprocative) participants! 

Yes, sharing his cock along with her is truly a “once in a lifetime” fantasy - - and 

with the two of you really into it … the sky is the limit in terms of what can be done.  

Not only that, but you’ll notice your bond together getting even stronger. There are FEW, 

if any things that you can really “do together” as orally or otherwise servicing a penis 

together .. and being HAPPY doing it … and it takes the BDSM connection to a whole 

new level altogether.  
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25.   Don’t be shy about “spreading the word”! 

One key concern many sissies have (and indeed men in general) have another their 

fetishes is “what if the vanilla world gets to know of it”.  

Women, for whatever reason are far less embarrassed to admit their sexual proclivities 

openly. For instance, when we hear of “two women together” it doesn’t seem “abnormal” 

at all - - but when we hear of two men together - - society in general automatically makes 

negative connotations.  

And much the same thing holds true for fantasies such as cuckolding - - or sissification - 

- or even femdom in general.  

While I’m obviously not advocating going blatantly public with your preferences, 

fetishes etc (although in an ideal world we should be able to - - but this world we live in 

ain’t ideal!) – I DO advocate bringing other people into it occasionally - - and by that I 

don’t just mean bring men in to service her!  

You could, for instance, live a perfectly happy life without introducing a single other 

man into the relationship (unless she wants it, of course!) - - but by being the perfect sissy 

maid for her and her friends too!  

Women love having kitty parties, mini get togethers etc - - any sort of gathering where 

they can sit around and chat - - and what better than a servile, submissive male to bring 

them snacks, refill their glasses of wine quietly, and thus forth?  

What better way to entertain themselves periodically than by “tinkling a bell” and having 

“Tinker” (or whatever the sissy’s name is, hehe) appear … “wagging his tail” on 

command as it were.  

Trust me, as a sissy you’ll quickly get over the initial humiliation and start to ENJOY 

this at a deep, deep level, and as for your Domina - - well - - for her it’s about having her 

cake, and eating it too - - as it should be!  

Many such scenes are mentioned in my femdom novels, and with good reason. Be it 

Madam Carrie, the lovely Miss V, the imperious Miss Chen, or the lovely Goddess 

Priyanka … they have ALL made use of a sissy during their house parties - - and again, 

with good reason!  
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     **************** 

And that, my friend, is THAT for the 25 tips! Have fun – keep it SSC – and report 

back and let me know how it all goes in terms of your play!  

 

Best,  

Mike Watson 

www.spicyanderoticfetish.com 

info@spicyanderoticfetish.com  

Instagram - @spicyanderoticfetish  

https://twitter.com/MikeWat65466269  

Info products by Mike Watson 
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